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A. configuring ClearPass as a DHCP relay for the client
B. DHCP profiling is enabled on ClearPass by default;
configuration of the network access devices is not necessary
C. enabling the DHCP server to forward DHCP traffic to
ClearPass
D. enabling the DHCP server to profile endpoints and forward
meta-data to ClearPass
E. enabling DHCP relay on our network access devices so DHCP
requests are forwarded to ClearPass
Answer: A,E

NEW QUESTION: 2

Which virtual disk type should an administrator use to reclaim
unused space in a Linked
Clone?
A. MonolithicSparse Disk
B. SE Sparse Disk
C. Thin Provisioned Disk
D. Flat Disk
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which is the MOST likely source of programme uncertainties
relating to the development of
outputs?
A. Operational activities
B. Strategic developments
C. Live projects
D. External programmes
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which type of API is being used when a security application
notifies a controller within a software-defined network
architecture about a specific security threat? (Choose Two)
A. northbound API
B. westbound AP
C. southbound API
D. eastbound API
Answer: A,C
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